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INTRODUCTION

“The father of positronium,” Stjepan Mohorovičić, was born in 1890 in Bakar, a small coastal city of Croatia some 63 miles (100 km) from Brijuni and died at the age of 90 in Zagreb. At best he had a miserable acceptance by local scientific and local political authorities, and was prevented by different and opposing political regimes admittance to be a faculty at Zagreb University, despite the prestigious position of his father at the University. Stjepan Mohorovičić is son of the famous Croatian geophysicist, Andrija Mohorovičić (1857–1936), born in Volosko, another small coastal town of Croatia, less than 30 miles from Brijuni, who predicted the MO-HO layer (a discontinuity at the boundary between the Earth crust and the mantle). Andrija Mohorovičić was also first to measure fluctuations between tide and ebb of the Adriatic Sea, and initiated measuring of variations in ozone in the atmosphere in Zagreb, about 80 years ago, when few even heard of the problems of ozone.

Recognitions of accomplishments of a scientist by their contemporary colleagues are uncommon even when the work is in commonly recognized areas of science, and scientists are in the leading institutions and the leading scientific countries of the world. But for a scientist from an “unheard” of country, and an “unheard” of university, or no university at all, as has been the case with Stjepan Mohorovičić, the “father of positronium,” a proper recognition of their scientific accomplishment is beyond reality. On the top of this, Stjepan
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Mohorovičić has additional burden to face, living in the shadow of his father, a famous and recognized scientist. However, there is no doubt that Stjepan Mohorovičić was outstanding scientist and that his work was one of the most outstanding accomplishments of Theoretical Physics of the early Quantum Theory period. How little was known of his work, although it has been published in respectable scientific journal, is seen from the fact that on two occasions his calculations were re-produced.

The title of the paper of S. Mohorovičić:1 “Möglichkeit neuer Elemente und ihre Bedeutung in Astrophysik” (Possibility of novel elements and their meaning in astrophysics) is indicative that S. Mohorovičić was fully aware of the significance of his work. For an introduction to the discovery of positronium see a brief review2 by Helge Kragh entitled: “From “electron” to positronium.” In addition there are two similar “popular” articles in Croatian language by H. Galić3 and V. Paar4 about Stjepan Mohorovičić and positronium. I may add that during the four years of being student of Theoretical Physics at the University of Zagreb, the name and the work of Stjepan Mohorovičić was never mentioned, even though his work has been known to few abroad.

An exception in Croatia was Professor Vladimir Glaser, who in his book on quantum electrodynamics, published in 1955 in Croatian language,5 has mentioned the work of Stjepan Mohorovičić on positronium. In passing, the book of V. Glaser was one of the first monographs on quantum electrodynamics ever published. It was published three years before the book edited by J. Schwinger “Selected Papers on Quantum Electrodynamics”,6 and 30 years ahead of the “classic” of R. P. Feynman: “Quantum Electrodynamics: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter”.7

At this point it is worthwhile to recall a comment of Vannevar Bush (1890–1974), an engineer who developed the differential analyzer (analog computing) in 1928 at MIT, and was influential government advisor and science administrator. He referred to Mendel in the following way:

“...Mendel’s concept of the law of genetics was lost to the world for a generation because his publication did not reach the few who were capable of grasping and extending it; and this sort of catastrophe is undoubtedly being repeated all around us, as truly significant attainments become lost in the mass of inconsequential.”

The case of Stjepan Mohorovičić is different in the sense that his work did reach the few who were capable of grasping and extending it but the importance of his significant attainment became almost lost for his immediate contemporaries in Croatia and the innocent generation that followed, even though eventually his major accomplishment, the postulate on existence of positronium, being known abroad, could not but be “rediscovered” at home, sooner or later. From my correspondence with Academician Paar I learned that it was sooner thanks to an “accidental” contact between Academician V. Paar (theoretical physicist) and Professor Krešimir Balenović, the head of organic chemistry at the University of Zagreb. Professor Balenović draw attention of V. Paar to Stjepan Mohorovičić, who had been teaching physics in a high school attended by Balenović many years back. Professor Balenović was somewhat irritated by complete disregard among contemporary Croatian physicists for his former physics teacher, Stjepan Mohorovičić, as if he did not exist. This disregard went so far that around 1950 none of the physicists of the University of Zagreb with a scientific reputation was willing to testify that Stjepan Mohorovičić is bona fide scientist (who had about dozen publications in reputed German astrophysics journals). This “don’t see, don’t hear, don’t speak” attitude towards Mohorovičić deprived Mohorovičić to qualify for a better retirement pension, to which scientist have right to apply. Today’s interpretation of the three wise monkeys: “See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil,” according to Wikipedia, is commonly used to describe persons who do not want to be involved in a situation, persons turning blind eye to the immorality of an act in which they are involved – and for reasons that remain unknown that appears to be the position of then the scientific (physics) “Establishment” in Croatia. It also appears that Vladimir Glaser, who has been the best among theoretical physics in Croatia at that time and the time that followed, was the only person who knew better.

The paper on Positronium of Stjepan Mohorovičić,1 particularly when viewed from the present time, could have been worthy of the Nobel Prize. At first sight this may appear as an exaggeration if not a preposterous speculation, but enough time has passed that in retrospect one can better appreciate the importance of the “discovery” than would have been possible 70 years ago. As we know today the postulate on positronium has lead to novel insights in physics, goes beyond positronium not only as a component in search for elusive antiproton, detected in cosmic rays about 30 years ago,8 which is the core of antihydrogen, a counterpart of hydrogen,9–11 for arrival at “hybrid” molecules, parts consisting of atoms and parts of positronium (Ps), like positronium hydride PsH,12 lithium positronium PsLi,13 and of recently opened the field of molecular positroniums Ps2.14 One can view this in parallel with the discovery of buckminsterfullerene, C60, by Curl, Kroto and Smalley in 1985,15 for which they shared Nobel Prize in 1996. Few have thought in the mid 1980s that this novel allotrope of carbon, despite that it revolutionized our knowledge on carbon, would be more than a interesting curiosity of chemistry, such as is, for instance bullvalene, C10H16 molecule, conceived by von Doering and Roth.16
and synthesized the next year by Schroeder, a molecule in which at room temperature “all ten carbon atoms inevitably wonder over the surface of a sphere in ever changing relationship to each other.” Formally, bullvalene molecule has $10! / 3$ or 1,209,600 valence structures and at the room temperature fluctuates between these structures, the interconversions between which lead to a cubic degenerate rearrangement graph having over one million vertices and which has been referred to as the “monster” graph. First impressions may be misleading, that what may appears as a curious, peculiar, unusual, exotic, unconventional and exceptional may grow into promising and prominent, impressive and important, noteworthy and extraordinary novelty. As we witness today the chemistry of fullerences and the chemistry of bullvalenes have developed and both fields have expanded considerably, so much so, that this is visibly even to laymen. Positronium appears that it might follow the same fate.

The fact that Stjepan Mohorovičić has not received the Nobel Prize has deprived Croatia for the third time of the Nobel Prize in Physics. Stjepan Mohorovičić shares the fates of the geniuses of Nikola Tesla (1856–1943), and his father Andrija Mohorovičić (1857–1922). Nikola Tesla and Andrija Mohorovičić are today fully recognized by all, but at the time of living apparently they have not been recognized for their outstanding accomplishments. Moreover, in the case of Tesla, the “injustice” has been augmented by the fact that Guglielmo Marconi, who shared Nobel Prize in Physics in 1909 with Carl Ferdinand Braun, “in recognition of their contribution to the development of wireless telegraphy” has built in his radio 17 of Tesla patents. Perhaps the only satisfaction that Tesla could have head was that finally over thirty years later, in 1943, the U. S. Supreme Court upheld Tesla’s radio patent over that of Marconi, but unfortunately this decision came months after Tesla died.

The case of Tesla is not the only instance that high courts have resolved the issues of priority in science. The Circuit Court in Chicago has resolved the issue of the invention of the first electronic computer, which was not ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer), World’s first general-purpose electronic computer, built by John Mauchy and John Echert at the University of Pennsylvania in 1946, but the ABC (Attanasoff-Berry-Computer), built in 1939 at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. It was built for solving simultaneous linear equations, used electronic tubes and magnetic memory and manipulated binary numbers instead of decimal. The Circuit Court in Chicago has decided that the first computer was not invention of J. Mauchy and J. Echert of University of Pennsylvania but of “some Attanasoff” from Iowa State University by the evidence that has shown that J. Echert has spent a week in Ames Iowa in the laboratory of J. Attanasoff prior to construction of ENIAC. The case of Nikola Tesla and the case of John Attanasoff illustrate undesirable scientific blunders, individual blunders, affecting individual scientists. The same is the case with Stjepan Mohorovičić, except that his case illustrates local scientific blunders, which are even more difficult to understand because those in doubt and willing to clarify the situation could have contacted outside sources. Apparently during the long life of Stjepan Mohorovičić there were no such in Zagreb.

Speaking of scientific blunders, more troublesome are cases of “historical blunders,” cases in which groups of scientists, not individuals, devoted to various “controversial” topics are ostracized, ignored, rejected, excluded and prevented to participate as equal members of scientific community. They are treated by the scientific Establishment and their cohorts as pursuing pseudoscience and not bona fide science. Such incorrect, unethical, contemptuous, unscrupulous and arrogant attitude of self-appointed “influential” scientists tends unfortunately to be perpetuated by lack of involvements of majority of scientists, the inertia of the majority of scientists to get involved in things of which they may be uninformed or misinformed, unfamiliar, unacquainted, inexperienced, uninterested, unenthusiastic, or unresponsive as being beyond their limited research interests, all which favors status quo. However, eventually these “houses of cards,” maintained by Establishment will collapse, just as are bound to collapse speculative schemes that depend on unstable factors that the planner cannot control. In this respect we may recall a statement of Sigmund Freud (1856–1939):

“The voice of intellect is a soft one, but it does not rest until it has gained a hearing. Ultimately, after endless rebuffs, it succeeds. This is one of the few points in which one may be optimistic about the future of mankind.”

HISTORICAL BLUNDERS

One should not insinuate unfairness and blame the Swedish Academy of Sciences for not awarding the Nobel Prize to these giants of the Croatian Science. The blame and the shame is on the contemporary physicists, who were blind “to see the light” when the light was shining and to make nominations and adequate recommendations to the Swedish Academy of Sciences. The euphemism “not to see the light” can be better characterized in a plain language as blunder. In view of the historical significance of positronium here we can speak of

historical blunder. Before elaborating on “historical blunders” in science let just buttress the statement that “the paper on Positronium of Stjepan Mohorovičić, particularly when viewed from the present time, could have been worthy of the Nobel Prize,” by listing in Table 1 and Table 2 a selection of the Nobel Prizes in physics and chemistry, respectively, for discoveries that are of a similar kind, relating to “new matter,” though of course each discovery has its own unique justification. Despite the “historical blunder” of their contemporaries, in not recognizing and not acknowledging Andrija and Stjepan Mohorovičić, for theirs monumental scientific accomplishments, Croatia nevertheless belongs to an exclusive club of countries, which includes the United States, France, United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden and Germany, which have combinations father (mother) and

### Table 1. Nobel Prize in physics for discovery of new particles and their properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientists</th>
<th>Nobel Prize</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lord Raleigh</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Discovery of argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Einstein</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Laws of photo effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Heisenberg</td>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Interalia for discovery of allotropic forms of hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir James Chadwick</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Discovery of positron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Stern</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Discovery of magnetic moment of protons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. I. Rabi</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Magnetic moments of atomic nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. F. Powell</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Discovery of mesons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Kusch</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Determination of magnetic moment of electron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. G. Segre</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Discovery of antiproton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Chamberlain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Richter</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Discovery of a heavy elementary particles of new kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. C. C. Ting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. M. Lederman</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Discovery of muon neutrino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Steinberg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. L. Perl</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Discovery of tau lepton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Reines</td>
<td></td>
<td>Detection of neutrino</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Nobel Prize in physics for discovery of new elements and their properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientists</th>
<th>Nobel Prize</th>
<th>Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Moissan</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Isolation of flourine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Curie</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Discovery of radium and polonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Soddy</td>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Origin and nature of isomers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. C. Urey</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Discovery of heavy hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. Hahn</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Fission of heavy nuclei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. M. McMillan</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Discovery of chemistry of transuranium elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. T. Seaborg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Olah</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Carbocation chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Curl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Kroto</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Fullerenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. E. Smalley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
son (daughter) as outstanding scientists (see Table 3).

“Historical Blunders” in sciences are not only the events of the past, as one would have hoped, but also of the contemporary age. The Hormesis, which claims the presence of a non-linear drug dose-response relationship for organisms (animals and plants) has been known for decades, yet the J-shaped dose-response relationship has been shunned for years by Pharmacology Establishment until a very recent awaking.

Incidentally, not long ago a novel mathematical characterization and analysis of proteomics maps, initiated by this author, which can be viewed as a generalization of graph theoretical approaches developed for molecules, demonstrated for the first time the presence of the hormesis even at the proteome level (that is at the cellular level).

Another blunder of the near past concerns Quantum Chemistry, the self-appointed “Queen” of Theoretical Chemistry. The Density Functional Theory, the DFT, was undervalued and disregarded by an influential group of quantum chemistry “Establishment” till ten years ago. However, in 1998 Walter Kohn, one of the initiators of the DFT, shared the Nobel Prize in chemistry with John Pople, the proponent of the traditional quantum chemistry. Clearly, the Nobel Prize of Kohn could not be ignored, which brought the happy end to the ill fate of DFT! But Chemical Graph Theory, which had support and understanding of giants of Theoretical Chemistry, Charles A. Coulson (1910–1974), E. Bright Wilson (1908–1992), Per Olov Löwdin (1916–2000), Vladimir Prelog (1908–1998), and others, has remained anathema and continues to be harassed by uninformed quantum chemists even to these days. And all this despite a Pleiades of the supporters of Mathematical Chemistry and Chemical Graph Theory. They include: Jerome Karle, Robert G. Parr, Roald Hoffmann, Sir Harry Kroto, Rudolf Marcus, Dudley Herschbach, Ahmed Zewail, Alan Kartritzky, Alexandru T. Balaban and other outstanding Honorary Fellows of The International Academy of Mathematical Chemistry. Thus Mathematical Chemistry and Chemical Graph Theory are still waiting the day of deserving recognition despite unproductive obstructions by misguided entrenched quantum chemists.

The fact that the same scientific discipline, Theoretical Chemistry, is associated with two “historical blunders,” the Density Functional Theory and the Chemical Graph Theory, is significant indicator that “Something is rotten in the state of Denmark.” However, this need not be surprising and unexpected in view of an observation of O. J. Hirschfelder stated over 25 years ago:

“Unfortunately, now there are too few theoretical chemists with sufficient vision to take a giant step of exploring completely new techniques. Instead, scientists in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientists</th>
<th>Nobel Prize</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Bragg</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Bragg</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niels Bohr</td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aage N. Bohr</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Kornberg</td>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Physiology-Medicine</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger D. Kornberg</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manne Siegbahn</td>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kai M. Siegbahn</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans von Euler-Chelpin</td>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulf von Euler</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. J. Thompson</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Paget Thompson</td>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre Curie</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irène Joliot-Curie</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Curie</td>
<td>1903; 1911</td>
<td>Physics; Chemistry</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irène Joliot-Curie</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrija Mohorovičić</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stjepan Mohorovičić</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1980s get so immersed in a maze of computational detail that they lose sight of the simple, elegant theories.”

Nothing much has changed during the past 25 years that would require revision of the statement of Hirschfelder. The scientists in the 2000s remain so immersed in a maze of computational detail that they continue to lose sight of the simple, elegant theories.

Let us not forget a statement of Niels Bohr:46

“If you have a correct statement, then the opposite of a correct statement is of course an incorrect statement, a wrong statement. But when you have a deep truth, then the opposite of the deep truth may again be deep truth.”

One may say that Quantum Theory is one deep truth, that Graph Theory is another deep truth, which even are not opposing one another, yet some continue to preach only half of the truth.

An “explanation” for the above may parallel E. Bright Wilson’s observation, to be found on the introductory pages of his “Introduction to Scientific Research”,47 that to appreciate “new directions” and novel approaches in science may require more imagination – a commodity that is not necessarily abundant among scientists. According to E. B. Wilson:

“The most rewarding work (in science) is usually to explore a hitherto untouched field. These are not easy to find today. However, every once in a while some new theory or new experimental method or apparatus makes it possible to enter a new domain. Sometimes it is obvious to all that this opportunity has arisen, but in other cases recognition of the opportunity requires more imagination . . . it is almost always worthwhile to explore a region which is really new. Unexpected results can generally be relied upon under these circumstances.”

POSITRONIUM

Positronium consists of an electron and positron (antiparticle to electron, which is analogous to proton, except for the mass, which equals that of electron). Positron and electron are bound together to form positronium. Because of the reduced mass the spectral frequencies of positronium are half of those of hydrogen atom. Stjepan Mohorovičić predicted the existence of positronium in 1934.1 Experimentally it was established by Martin Deutch, at MIT in 1951,48 who was among first to point out on the difference between orto-positronium, with parallel spins of positron and electron (1S0 triplet ground state) with half-life of 142 nanoseconds ($10^{-9}$ seconds) and para-positronium with antiparallel spins of positron and electron (1S0 singlet ground state) with half-life of 125 picoseconds ($10^{-12}$ seconds), about thousand times shorter half-life.

We would like also to add, what seems to be often overlooked, that Stjepan Mohorovičić not only calculated the spectrum of positronium, but also was actually searching for positronium spectral lines in stellar spectra, unfortunately without success. A successful identification of positronium Lyman-α radiation Lυα λ2430 line has been the first time observed in a laboratory in 1975 by Canter and collaborators.49 Despite half a dozen unsuccessful attempts to locate positronium de-excitation lines in the sky finally ten years later, in 1984, and 50 years after the attempts of S. Mohorovičić to detect positronium lines, McClintock50 observed Lυα λ2430 line in spectra of Crab Nebula. Crab Nebula, in the constellation of Taurus, which is some 6500 light years away, was known to Chinese and Arab astronomers since 11th century and was rediscovered in the western world by John Bevis, an English doctor and astronomer in 1731.

POSITRONIUM “MOLECULE”

Positronium (Ps) has been reported as being part of positronium hydride PsH, a molecule half way between hydrogen molecule (H2) and positronium molecule Ps2. PsH has been first predicted already in 1951 by A. Ore,51 has been observed in 1990 and finally in 1992 its formation was reported by Schrader and coworker.52 Very recently, less than a year ago, the production of molecular positronium, Ps2 molecule, a system consisting of two electrons and two positrons, fully analogous to the hydrogen molecule H2, except for the differences in mass between protons and electrons, has been reported by Cassidy and Mills.14 It is interesting that already in 1946 the existence of molecular positronium was speculated by Usukura et al.,53,54 but it took over 60 years for experimental confirmation of the speculation, for experimental proof of the existence of molecular positronium Ps2. In contrast the experimental confirmation of positronium, the work of M. Deutsch,48 took “only” 17 years of “waiting.” One may say that the “Waiting for Godot,” both for Ps and Ps2, though it took time, in contrast to Samuel Beckett’s play eventually paid off.

SPECULATIONS

Positronium started as a speculation so it seems fitting to end this article, the heart of which is positronium, with speculations. Having positronium Ps, positronium hydride PsH, and “molecular” positronium Ps2 one may ask: What next? Well in view of the quadrupling of the
“waiting period” from Ps to Ps₂ for arrival of Godot, it may be safe, even for younger scientists, to speculate “impossible.” How about, for instance, a speculation about the “Ps⁻” and analog of H₂⁺ and “Ps⁺”. There is, however, a significant difference between molecular hydrogen and molecular hydrogen ion on one side, and the corresponding Ps₂ and Ps⁺. Hydrogen ion, H₂⁺, represents the simplest quantum chemical system, a molecule having a single electron. The hydrogen molecule H₂, a two electron system, is computationally very much more involved, as demonstrated by Kolos and Wolniewicz in 1965, who were calculating very accurate potential energy curves for the ground state and two excited states. Of course, the H₂⁺ is computationally even more involved as it involves the interactions of three electrons.

In case of positronium ions, Ps⁻ and Ps⁺, one has the problem of “three particles” of different charge and equal mass. Incidentally, from the computational point of view the two ions, the positive and the negative, are fully equivalent. One can continue to speculate about positronium “molecular” ions that would be analogous to higher members of small hydrogen molecular ions H₃⁺, the H₄⁺, but instead of consisting of protons and electrons they would consist of various numbers of positrons and electrons. There may be no end to speculations, and while hypothetical non-bond positronium “molecular” ions may be elusive, experimentally and computationally, at least for a while, positronium appears to be not so rare, as it may have been thought in the recent past.

Before ending and instead of apology for the rambling speculations recall the statement of M. Klotz:

“Some eccentric ideas in science seem immortal. They do not die; they do not even fade away. They merely lie dormant, or submerged in the collective scientific subconscious, and are revived often in a slightly different guise.”

Let us be composed and dispassionate: It is better to solve a small part of an important problem, then to speculate about “impossible,” but on the other hand it is better to speculate “impossible” than completely solve an unimportant problem.

Unfortunately it appears that there are plenty of scientists considering issues of problematic importance rather than paying attention to unusual and unfamiliar, strange and odd, irregular and atypical, unexpected and unconventional, different and uncommon. Many ideas in science, small and large, may appear eccentric to many and even most, but what matters is that they appear central to few. Recall how the publication of van’t Hoff “The arrangement of atoms in space” was “greeted” by one of the leading German organic chemists, Hermann Kolbe, when van’t Hoff with Le Bell announced the hypothesis of the tetrahedral carbon atom. Kolbe in *Journal fur praktische Chemie* (of which he was the editor) has referred to van’t Hoff as one of “. . . pseudoscientists from junk-room which harbor such failing of human mind, and is dressed up in modern fashion and rouged freshly like a whore whom one tries to smuggle into good society where she does not belong.”

Let us list some ideas in science of interest in Theoretical Chemistry that may appear eccentric to many and some of which were greeted with the same lack of enthusiasm for novelty that permeate Kolbe’s view on “Imagination in Science” (which was the title of van’t Hoff’s Nobel Prize lecture). Here is a collection for the start:

Hormesis, Density Functional Theory, Chemical Graph Theory, Buckminsterfullerene, Clar’s aromatic sextet, Degenerate rearrangement graphs, Conjugated circuits, Canonical Labels, Chaos game, Representation of DNA by chaos game, Virtual genetic code, Retro-regression, Wiener index, Hosoya topological index, The connectivity index, Numerical Kekulé valence structures, Resistance distance, Periodic Table of Isomers, Graphical representation of DNA, Spectral representation of DNA, Graphical representation of proteins by star-like graphs, Variable connectivity index, 8x8 Table of Codons, Graphical alignment of DNA, Graphical alignment of proteins – all these and many other ideas are illustrations of “eccentric” ideas to some and “central” to others.

***

Coming back to Stjepan Mohorovičić and positronium we may summarize the situation by quoting E. Bright Wilson, who wrote:

“Many scientists owe their greatness not to their skill in solving problems but to their wisdom in choosing them.”

Recall that calculating energy levels of hydrogen and thus of positronium is fairly straightforward, if not simple, but the greatness of Stjepan Mohorovičić is in his vision, in “choosing the problem” involving matter-antimatter, only one year after Anderson detected experimentally positron, and several years after Dirac postulated the existence of positron! What interested Stjepan Mohorovičić is what happens when electron and positron are passing close enough to be attracted by Coulomb forces – and the answer was positronium! A Nobel Prize to Stjepan Mohorovičić and Martin Deutsch would be a recognition of chemistry of “atoms” and “molecules” that have no nuclei – a novelty in Chemistry of considerable latitude.
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SAŽETAK

Positronium – Sličan vodiku i različit

Milan Randić

National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Dan je kraći revijski prikaz positroniuma, Ps, (sustav podoban atomu vodika, koji je medjutim gradjen od elektro-
na i positrona), od njegovog početka 1935 godine do najnovijih rezultata, positronium hidrida PsH i positronium
molekule. Kako je pokazao Stjepan Mohorovičić, positronium predstavlja relativno stabilno sustav materije i anti-
materije. Mohorovičić je izračunao spektar positroniuma i što više, tražio Lyman-α zračenje u spektrima zvijezda.

Prošlo je 40 godina do eksperimentalne observacije linije Ly α 12430 u laboratoriju Cantera i suradnika 1975 go-
dine. Još je proteklo 10 godina do astronomске observacije positroniumovih linija 1984 godine u neboli raka. Rad
Stjepana Mohorovičića je ponajviše ignoriran u njegovoj rodnoj Hrvatskoj sve do najnovijih dana, ilustracija
"povjesne zablude" lokalnih fizičara – fenomen koji nije poznat u znanosti općenito, kao što je nedavno ilustri-
rano širom svijeta s okljevanjem prihvaćanja nelineranog odgovora organizma o ovisnosti o koncentraciji doze
(hormesa); ovisnosti svojstva više-elektronskih sustava o prostornoj raspodjeli elektronske gustoće (DFT); i ke-
nijske teorije grafova.